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i. Expiain the results when . goes on in the mortar in a newly built
(a) a soap-bubble, filled with air, wall,

is dropped into a vessel filled with (c) how you would prepare acety-
carbon dioxide, lene gas.

(b) sulphuretted hydrogen gas is 5. How would you prove by experi-
passed into a solution of copper sul. ment that :
phate, acidlfied with nitric acid. (a) stannous chloride is a reduc-

2. A molecule of anv gas occupies ing agent,
the sanie space. Upon what ground (b) aJum acts as a vierdanu in
is this assunption made? From it dyeinpo,
deduce a rule • for calculating t'le .c> potassium permanganqte is an
specific weight of a gas. 1xdsngaets 6. Describe thegroup of salts knowa

3. Describe completely the action as the alums.
of heat on sulphur. The vapor den- 7 Give eximples (name and for
sity of sulphur nEar its boiling boint is mula) cf four classes of cyanogen com-
96 (hydrogen= i), at 1040°C. it is 32. pounds.
What conclusicas regarding the mo'e 8. Assign the alkaline earth metals
cule of sulphur do you draw from their proper place ir. the classification
these facts? 'of the chemical elements in accord

4. Explain anLe with the periodic /aw, and give
(a) how you would obtain ar. reasons for so placing them.

retain for experiment, oxygen from 9. IDetermine the base and acid
the air, present in the salt submitted for

(b) the hardening process that analysis.
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i. "A pupil may work conscien- proper laboratory equipment and that
iously in the laboratory and study his ¡ your class has reached the stage for
text book thoroughly and yet receive such a lesson.)
a very inadequate trainng." 2. " Laboratory work in Physics

(a) If tho teacher is the agent should be largely of a quantitative
necessary to ensure to the pupil an ade- character."
quate training, point out his true func- (c) Vhy ?
tion in experimental work. (b) A group of pupils have a dish

(b) To illustrate this function, of mercury and a graduated glass tube
teach a les on wn tht cause of hard about 85 centimeters in length, closed
ness of water found in a limestone at ore end. Lead them to discover
region, and lead your class to arrive the principle of the barometer.
at the cause of the deposit in vessels (c) When the tube is filled with
in which such water has been boiled. mercury and inverted in the dish, a
(iou are to assume that you have pup I thnks that the space above the


